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A very satisfactory characterization of group rings which are Azumaya 
algebras has been obtained by De Meyer and Janusz in [4]. However, the 
semigroup ring case does not seem to allow an equally complete solution in 
general. This is very evident from the results obtained by Cheng in [ 1 ] and 
De Meyer and Hardy in [2] where they study semigroup rings R[s] over 
a commutative ring R and characterize those which are R-separable 
algebras (cf. also [9]) . Obviously, being R-separable is a much more 
restrictive condition than being Azumaya, so we consider this problem 
here. In this note we provide a solution to the problem of determining the 
semigroup rings which are Azumaya algebras in case the semigroup is can- 
cellative with unit. Here we consider semigroup rings over commutative 
fields but this is not really restrictive in the context of this paper. If S is a 
cancellative semigroup we let U(S) denote its group of units and G the 
two-sided group of fractions of S. We are able to reduce the problem of 
characterizing semigroup rings K[s] which are Azumaya algebras to a 
problem about K[U(S)] and the tools used in this characterization are 
then exactly the relations between K[U(S)], K[S], and K[G] (for exam- 
ple, if K[S] is an Azumaya algebra then K[s] = Z(K[S]) U(S), cf. 
Proposition 2.1., and G’ c U(S), cf. Remark 2.2.(2)). As a by-product of our 
results we seem to have obtained a new class of examples of Azumaya 
algebras that do not arise in a more trivial way (in view of the counter- 
example at the end of Section 2). 
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1. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout, S will be a cancellative semigroup with unit. Let A be an 
associative ring with unit. Then it is not hard to see that A[S] is an 
Azumaya algebra if and only if both A and Z(A )[S] are Azumaya 
algebras. Therefore we may restrict attention to R[S] where R is a com- 
mutative ring, and in fact one may verify that it is not restrictive to con- 
sider semigroup rings over fields, say K[S] (e.g. using methods as in [4]). 
If R[S] is an Azumaya algebra then there is an affine algebra (over the 
ring generated by 1) B in R[S] such that B is an Azumaya algebra and 
RCsl = B Oiw Z( R[S]). Up to decomposing the finite number of algebra 
generators for B in R[S] and adding the finite number of components thus 
obtained to B, one obtains a Noetherian (affrne) ring R’ and a finitely 
generated subsemigroup S’ of S such that Bc R’[S’] c R[S] and R’[S’] 
is an Azumaya algebra and R[S] = R’[S’] @ztR.cs.,, Z(R[S]). The 
foregoing allows one to reduce problems to the case of tinitely generated 
semigroups when necessary (but we do not use this technique in this note). 
For K[S] a P.I. algebra, it is well known (cf. [ 13,7]) that S has a two- 
sided group of fractions, G say; moreover, S-‘K[S] = K[G] = K[S] S- ‘. 
If K[S] is an Azumaya algebra then the foregoing applies and therefore 
K[G] is then also an Azumaya algebra. The characterization in [4] then 
implies that K[G] is Azumaya if and only if /G/Z(G)1 < cx! and G’ is finite 
with IG’l -’ E K; in particular it also follows that G = d(G) where the latter 
is the finite conjugation subgroup of G (cf. [S]). This is an easy con- 
sequence of the condition IG/Z(G)l < ,x that G/Z= S;/- ZCG) where + ZCG, 
denotes the congruence on S induced by the congruence Z(G) in G. Since 
K[G] is a localization of K[S] (in fact it is a central localization in view of 
the fact that for YES, ~“EZ(K[S]) for some n (n = [G: Z(G)])) it follows 
that Z(K[S])=Z(K[G])nK[S]. Put F= (sES, JSJ-‘ES for all LEG}. 
The foregoing remark implies that Z(K[S]) = Z(K[ F]) = (z 3.,c,, ,&E K, 
c, the sum of the elements in the conjugacy class of g E F}. This calculation 
for the center may be carried out over more general commutative rings R 
as well. Using techniques as in [4] it is not hard to deduce from the 
foregoing that G = FF-‘; but it is not necessary in the proof of our main 
result (from which many more properties will follow). 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF AZUMAYA SEMIGROUP RINGS IN 
THE CANCELLATIVE CASE 
Let U(S) be the group of units of S. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Zf K[S] is an Azumuyu algebra then K[ U( S)] is an 
Azumu>+u algebra and K[ S] = Z( K[S] ) U(S). 
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Proof. Since K[S] is a PI. algebra, the product of non-units is again a 
non-unit. Hence S - U(S) is an ideal in S and consequently 
KC VS)l = KCWIKCS - ~(~)I is an Azumaya algebra. Since K[S] is a 
finitely generated Z( K[ S] )-module we may write K[ S] = z;= , Z( K[ S] ) ci 
for some c,E S. Now Z(K[S]) c Z(K[F]) c K[F], and hence 
S= u;=, Fc,. Suppose that S# F. Then S = Fu Fu, u ... u Fu, for some 
uie S- F. For any i, K[Su,S] = (K[Su,S] nZ(K[S])) K[S]. Thus 
u,EK[SU,S~ F] .K[S] and so ui=bisi for some S,ES and b,EFnSu,S. 
Since there exist Uj, E {a,, . . . . a,} such that S,E Fa,, (note that si$ F because 
otherwise USE F. Fc F), we arrive at ui = bifiu,, with fie F. We now 
calculate as follows: 
u,=b,f,u,,= ..’ =b,f,bi,fj,bi2fj2-.bjkfjkujk= ... = 
(substituting at each step (I, by b, f, uj, and writing ail,, for ai,,) 
After a finite number of such steps we arrive at a situation where ujk = uj, 
and then we use cancellativity in order to obtain from bjkA, fjk+, . . . b,, f, = 1 
that bjk-, is invertible. By definition we have that Sb,,+,Sc Sa,,-,S and 
hence the foregoing entails that Sujk + ,S = S and thus we get ujk+, E U(S). If 
we are able to establish that U(S) c F then it would follow from the above 
that u,~-, E F, contradicting the choice of a,, . . . . a,, and so this leads to 
S = F. Consider the natural homomorphism cp: K[S] + K[ U(S)]. Because 
K[ S] is an Azumaya algebra cp maps Z( K[S] ) onto Z(K[ U( S)] ) (cf., for 
example, [3, Prop. 11.1.111). Thus for any z E Z( K[ U(S)]) there exists 
y E K[ S - U(S)] such that z + p E Z( K[ S] ). By the description of Z( K[ S] ) 
this yields z E K[F] and therefore Z(K[ U(S)]) c K[F], leading to 
U(S) c F as desired. For b E S we put Sb = {x E S, SxS = SbS} and we let 
cl,(b) be the conjugacy class of b in G. We claim that cl,(b) c Sb. If not, 
let gE cl,(b) be such that SgS is minimal amongst the ShS, h E cl,(b). 
Since g is contained in (KC SgS] n Z( K[S] )) K[S], we may express g 
as g = Z j-i(Ch E C, h) si, where 3.,~ K, S,E S, and Ci is a conjugacy class 
contained in SgS. Hence g = hsi for some si and some h, but then S, = Sh. 
Now since S = F holds, SgS = Sg and ShS = Sh, thus Sg = g. U(S) and in 
particular gu = h for some u E U(S). By the choice of g, xgx -i $ SgS for 
some x E G, and hence xhx ~ ’ = xgux ~ ’ = x&T - ‘xux - ’ $ SgS because 
XUX-’ E U(S) (note that U(S) c F). This states that cl,(h) & SgS, con- 
tradicting the choice of h. Therefore we have established the claim. Now let 
a = 1 i.i(L’gc ,-, g) si, for ii E K, si E S and Ci a conjugacy class contained in 
SuS. Observe that for si E U(S) and g E S, we have gsi E S,. On the other 
hand, g.siE S, implies that gsi = au for some u E U(S) and the fact that 
g E SuS = US implies that g = at with t E S, and furthermore uts, = au yields 
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that t, S,E U(S) and g= at E S,. Consequently, since either Cic S, or 
Ci n S, = 0, we may omit in the presentation of the element a all sj such 
that si$ U(S) and all Ci such that Ci d: S, (the omitted elements yield 
products gsi in SuS - S, while the remaining products are in S,). It follows 
that (I E Z(K[S] ) U(S) and since a is arbitrary we finally obtain 
KCSI = z(asl) wfo I 
2.2. Remark. (1) In the proof we have established, for every a E S, 
that UE(K[S,]~Z(K[S])) U(S)=(KuU(S)nZ(K[S])) U(S). 
(2) We also established for all a E S, x E G that xux-’ = uu for some 
UE U(S). Hence xax~‘a~’ ES and it follows that the commutator sub- 
group G’ of G is contained in U(S). 
(3) The next theorem, in particular (2), provides a converse for the 
above proposition. 
2.3. THEOREM. With notations and conventions us before, the following 
condtions are equivalent: 
( 1) K[S] is an Azumuyu algebra; 
(2) K[U(S)] is an A:umuyu algebra and Z(K[S])= 
cK[s,(a W)l); 
(3) S has a group of fractions G such that Z(G) has finite index in G 
(hence the commutator subgroup G’ is finite) and IG’l -I E K; moreover 
G=C,(u) U(S) for any UEG; 
(4) Z(U(S)) has finite index in U(S) (hence U(S)’ is finite) and 
I U(S)‘1 - ’ E K; moreover S = C,(u) U(S) for any a E S. 
Proof (1) 3 (2). Put D = CKCs, K[ U(S)]). It is obvious that 
C,ts,(D) 2 U(S) and also C,,,,(D) 2 Z(K[S]), and hence C,,,,(D) 1 
Z(K[S]) U(S). But the latter equals K[S] (involving Proposition 2.1.) 
because K[S] is an Azumaya algebra. 
(2)* (1). Since K[S] is a K[U(S)] bimodule over Z(K[U(S)]), 
Cor. II, 3.6. of [3] implies that K[S] 2 D @Z,KCL’(Sj,J K[U(S)] as rings. 
Now D = Z(K[S]) implies that K[S] is an Azumaya algebra. 
(l), (2)o (3). From Section 1 we already know that condition (1) 
implies the existence of G with [G’l -‘E K, [G: Z(G)] < co. On the other 
hand, U(S)’ c G’ yields that (3) implies that K[ U( S)] is an Azumaya 
algebra. As in the group ring case we may check that 
D = {C Qg, 1, E K, zg the sum of all distinct conjugates of ge S by 
elements from U(S)}. The condition D = Z( K[S] ) is equivalent to the 
condition that any zg as above is in Z( K[S] ). The description of Z(K[ S] ) 
entails that for any gc S, a E G, there exists UE U(S) such that 
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a-‘gu=u -‘gu and this is equivalent to UK’ E C,(g). Therefore 
D = Z( K[S] ) if and only if G = C,(g) U(S) for any g E S. If g E G then 
gZ(G) = sZ(G) for some s E S because G/Z(G) is finite (i.e., G/Z(G) = 
S/-Z(G), and so S has elements in any coset of Z(G) in G). From 
C,(g) = C,(s) we obtain that G = C,(g) U(S) for any gE G is equivalent 
to the same property for any ge S. 
(1). (2), (3) 0 (4). The necessity of the conditions on U(S) derives 
from the fact that K[ U(S)] is an Azumaya algebra. Moreover, if 
G = C,(a) U(S) then for any s E S we have s = cu with c E C,(a), u E U(S); 
thus c = su -’ E S and therefore S = C,(a) U(S). 
In order to establish that (4) is also sufficient we first observe that (4) 
implies the existence of a (right) group of fractions G of S. Indeed, if 
a, b c S then b = cu for some c E C,(u), u E U(S). Hence ucu = cuu = 
curd -‘au = bu ~ ‘au and u -‘au E S, so US n bS # 0. Now, we only have to 
prove that (4) implies G = C,(u) U(S) (then D = Z( K[ S] ) follows as 
before and hence (4) * (2) also follows). 
If x E S, u E U(S), then for some v E U(S) we have x ~ ‘UX = t’uv - ’ because 
S = C,(u j U(S) (in particular x-‘U(S) xc U(S)) and hence x-iuxu-’ 
equals rut’ ~ ‘U ~ ‘, whence it is in U(S)‘. We may deline a monomorphism 
cp: U(S) + U(S), z + (uplx))’ z(u-‘x), since x-‘U(S)xc U(S). Clearly cp 
maps U(S)’ to U(S)’ and since U(S)’ is finite, cp maps U(S)’ bijectively 
to U(S)‘. In particular (p~L(x~‘uxu~‘)=u~l~(x~luxu~‘)(u~’x)~l = 
xu-‘x-’ u is in U(S)‘. Hence xu - ‘X ~ ’ E U(S). Because u E U(S) is arbitrary 
in the foregoing, we obtain that xU(S) x ~ ’ c U(S). Combined with 
.u-‘U(S) XC U(S) for every XE S (established above) we obtain that U(S) 
is a normal subgroup of G. Now G=SS’= C,(u) U(S) C,(u)-’ = 
V(S) C,(u) C,. a) - ’ and hence G = U(S) C,(u) as desired. 1 
2.4. Remark. It may look odd that in (3) and (4) of the foregoing 
theorem the conditions on G’ and U(S)’ play the same role. In fact this is 
very natural here because if K[S] is an Azumaya algebra then U(S)’ = G’. 
Obviously G’ c U(S). Let n: G + G = G/U(S)’ be the canonical group 
epimorphism. Since for ti E n( U(S)), Cc(a) intersects nontrivially every 
coset of n( U(S)) in c, it follows that CG(ti) = t?. Thus G is abelian and 
G’ = U(S)’ follows. 
2.5. COROLLARY. ( 1) Zf K[S] is an Azumuyu algebra then C,( U(S)) = 
DnS=Z(K[S])nS=Z(S). 
(2) Zf all uutomorphisms cpO : U(S) -+ U(S), u + a- ‘uu, are inner in 
U(S) then S = C,( U( S)) U(S). Zf K[S] is an Azumuyu algebra then the 
imposed condition on the uutomorphisms implies S = Z(S) U(S). The con- 
dition holds, for example, bvhen U(S) is a perfect group. If K[S] is an 
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Azumaya algebra then K[S] = K[ U(S)] * S/- U(S) is a “cross product” of 
K[ U(S)] and the commutative semigroup Sj- U(S) c G/U(S). 1 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Let (x) 2 Z be a cyclic infinite group and let (x) be the 
cyclic subsemigroup in (x) generated by x. Put S= ((x)@Z3) u 
(X(X)@ S,) c h@ S3 = G, where S, is the symmetric group on three 
elements and Z, is the cyclic group of order three. Then U(S) = h, = 
U(S)’ = G’. We see that R = K[S] is G-graded in a quasi-inner way in the 
sense that Z( R,) c Z(R) and R, R,. = R,. whenever R,, R,. are nonzero. 
However, K[S] is not an Azumaya algebra because U(S) C,(o) = 
Z,( (x)) @ H3) # S for 1 # g E Z, < S, (from Theorem 2.3). A result of [lo] 
(see also [ 1 l] for this and other related results) states that strongly graded 
algebras A (i.e., R, R, = R,, for all 6, T E G) of the quasi-inner type over an 
Azumaya algebra A, are again Azumaya algebras under some conditions 
on the grading group (like the ones holding for S in this example). The 
example shows that such results cannot be extended to the semigroup ring 
case in general. An approach to this kind of problem may perhaps be given 
by studying conditions on K[S’] as well as on K[S]. 
2.7. EXAMPLE. Let 0’ be a group with a non-inner automorphism cpU of 
order p (where p is a prime number) preserving the conjugacy classes of Cr. 
Assume further that [U: Z( CT)] < ~0; examples of this type where U is finite 
are given in [ 123. Let T be a nontrivial abelian monoid with U(T) = { 1 } 
and let Z denote the group of fractions of T. Put H = U@ Z. If g # 1 in T 
then we may construct a group extension G of H such that G/H is a cyclic 
group of order p and also satisfies G = H u aH u ... u aP- ‘H for some 
a E G with aP = g, ha = acp(h) for h E H, where cp is the automorphism of H 
extending cpU and acting trivially on Z. It is clear that Z c Z(G) and also 
that Z(U) c Z(G) by the choice of cp,. Suppose a’u E Z(G) for some ZJ E U 
and 1 d r <p. Then arm = varu for any t’ E U and therefore cp: is an inner 
automorphism of Cr. But that contradicts the choice of cpU (it was of prime 
order), and hence Z(G) = Z(U) Z follows. We claim that C,(x) U = G for 
any x E G. It suffices to check this for x of the form x = a’u with 0 < r <p, 
UE U. If r 2 1 then XE C,(X) - H. But then the fact that C,(x) U 3 H while 
G/H has order p implies that C,(x) U = G. If r = 0 then a -‘xa = UXD -’ for 
some u E U in view of the choice of cpU. Hence au E C,(x) and as before 
C,(x) U = G follows. Now define S to be the subsemigroup in G generated 
by U, T, a. Since TT-’ = Z we obtain that SS’ = S’S= G. Moreover, 
U c U(S) is obvious. On the other hand, if a’z E U(S) for some z E Z then 
ZET. Now (a’z)P=grzP implies that g’EU(T)={l}. The choice ofg#l 
implies r = 0 and so z = 1. Hence U(S) = U. Next consider a field K such 
that 1 U’I is invertible in K. Theorem 2.3. shows that K[S] is an Azumaya 
algebra. However, we have U(S) Z(S) = 17. Z # G and consequently 
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U(S) Z(S) # S. This gives a counter-example to the hasty conjecture (one 
may make) that K[S] being an Azumaya algebra forces S to be a “trivial” 
extension U(S) Z(S) of U(S). Hence it also follows that Theorem 2.3 
provides interesting new classes of Azumaya algebras. 
2.8. Remark. If K[S] is an Azumaya algebra then the Jacobson radical 
of K[S] is known; in view of [6], J(K[S])=O when char(K) =0 and 
J(K[ S] ) = J( K[ G] ) n K[ S] otherwise. For results concerning J( K[ G] ) 
one may consult [8]. 
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